
The Partisan
Press

Where South Africa's English
newspapers offend and mislead

PETER MOTSOAN E

SOUTH AFRICA'S ENGLISH PRESS IS partisan-i.e. papers
like the Cape Argus, Cape Times and Natal Mercury
support the United Party. The Rand Daily Mail, Daily
Dispatch (East I.."ondon) are obviously pro-Progressive
Party. Since the political parties mentioned uphold
modified apartheid and white supremacy, the English
papers mentioned-and many others-therefore stand
for the preservation of the best aspects of life as in
politics, economics, education and social activity, for
the sole and exclusive ,enjoyment of the whites. In this
way then the Press has failed to cater for the Africans
of the land.

News published and the way it is presented shows
that far from presenting the true picture of life-for
Africans under apartheid, the Press wants Africans here
and people overseas to believe that the daily sufferings
and frustrations experienced by Africans are not the
result of white rule! White readers may be imbued
with the feeling (propagated by the Press) that apartheid
i') not so bad after all as there are a few well-up
Africans, and that the status quo is good and liked by
Africans and will remain if only the "pinpricks" in
apartheid are removed. But with the rising toll of
sabotage explosions, the Sunday Times (4.11.62) in a
front page report emphasised that ... "the majority of
Natives are not interested in the utterings of the fire
brand agitator~ since they fear losing some of the
privileges they have gained. The removal of liquor
restrictions, improved wage scales and working condi
tions, the removal of irksome restrictions., in petty
apartheid have driven a wide wedge between the Native
masses and the firebrand politicians." The report was
apparently trying to "prove" that the sabotage explo
sions had no connections with the people's sufferings,
but were the work of "educated Natives who could
not find an outlet for their political ambitions": I
personally wonder about the "improvements" men
tioned, while many people are still being gaoled for
being unemployed and/ or looking for jobs!

Another common failure of the English Press to
respect the feelings of the African readers is reference
to critics of apartheid abroad as "South Africa's critics
abroad" (Rand Daily Mail 11.12.62). Countries that
support apartheid like D.S.A., Britain, West Germany
and Portugal are being described as "our friends
abroad."
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The Press does also insult the noble feeling of Afri
cans by giving glaring publicity to criminal activity
anlongst Africans as if Africans were natural criminals.
lnciden-ls where whites JTIolest and injure Africans
rarely get publicity .. but if it is the opposite .. screaming
headlines herald the incident as if another "Blood River
battle" was near or that Africans were some sort of
"'Jack the Ripper" murderers. At the same time news
making Africans look ridiculous is published in an
attempt to "prove" that Africans are still "raw" and
not yet "ripe" for decent democratic living and thus
how right and just for apartheid then!

Sunday Express (25.11.62) called on Ghana to "shut
up" when that country called for the rejection of Mr.
Nathan Hirschmann as boxing referee at the Common
wealth Games at Perth. The objection came about
because Mr. Hirschmann represented a country that
officially practises apartheid and whose appointment
was seen as an insult to the Afrirans present. To
Africans, Ghana is the outspoken champion of their
liberation and staunch opponent of racial discrimination.

I agree with Tsopano (September 1960) a monthly
periodical, that the Argus newspapers, The Star, Cape
Argus and the Pretoria News amongst others, are re
sented by many of the Africans who read them, because
of their biased reporting. But then Africans have nothing
else to read, as papers respecting their aspirations are
either banned or difficult to get. Most Africans who
buy the English papers have either to read between
the lines to get the true version of a news report, or do
so to improve their English, a language best liked by
most black South Africans. For the rest, they fe·el
offended to buy the picture given of themselves in the
press.

Since most papers are the voice of the mining houses ..
whose annual mouth-watering profits are the result of
mass cheap African labour, the press never publishes
pictures or news showing the near-serfdom, life-risky
working conditions facing African miners. Instead
publicity is given recreational activities amongst the
miners, as if all is well! Political idols amongst the
Africans like Mangaliso Sobukwe, Nelson Mandela and
Max Sisulu are still not regarded as the true leaders of
the people by the Press. The Press seems to prefer
stooges and Advisory Board leaders, who have but a
small following. Sobukwe, Mandela and Sisulu are
seen by Africans, not as "agitators", but as some sort
of African "Spartacus" battling for their liberation.
During the 1957 bus boycott, The Star (16.1.57) spoke
of "responsible Native leaders" who wanted to end the
boycott, a lin~ which was also followed by almost all
the English papers. It was then their attempt to break
the militancy of the boycott by Africans of a burden
some penny-increase in bus fares when their wages
either remained stagnant or were decreased. The Press
saw a political motive behind the boycott and did in
many ways help to cripple the boycott. Papers like
the Mail and The Star welcomed the closed-door
meetings with "moderate" and "responsible Native
leaders" to bring about an end to the bus boycott when
it was feared that it may bring about the downfall
of white domination. The people's leaders were not even
considered but just ignored. The leaders referred to
turned out to be Moral Rearmament people, Advisory
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Board men and location traders (whose licences could
be cancelled if they turned against white supremacy).
This incident, a small exanlple and onc of tnany ~ hurt
the feelings of many Africans.

Quite true, Nationalist Cabinet Ministers often
criticise the English press but when Justice minister
Vorster attacks the "liberalistic tendency" of the Rand
Daily Mail I b·egin to wonder as that paper seems to
praise apartheid in one colulnn and then attack another
aspect of apartheid in another column. e.g. "Transkei
self-rule hardly self-rule" (cartoon and editorial) and
~'Indian in White area asks for severe penalty" (Both
headlines in the 11.12.62 issue.) The Indian mentioned
was Mr. Nana Sita who was being moved under the
Group Areas Act from the premises he had occupied for
over twenty years!

Many Africans still believe that commercial circula
tion not courtesy, prompted The Star to switch from
"Native" to "African" when addressing Africans. I'he
Star by accepting the news-slanting press code, knew
very well that few Africans would buy it for its news~

and in addressing them as "African" it perhaps hopes
to save its circulation figures.

TO MY KNOWLEDGE, CONTRIBUTIONS from Africans to
the English papers are very much discouraged. Only
sifted and very mild articles are accepted. Several
articles I wrote were returned because they "would
offend white public opinion" said the t?ditor of The Star.
Also the English papers are not employing non-white
journaUsts but have big posters in the location to
attract African readership. For this purpose the East
London Daily Dispatch, for instance has a "location
edition", mainly composed of social and sporting pic
tures of Africans.

I have never known the English papers call for the
sharing of all the best fruits of South Africa's economy
among aft the people of the country, irrespective of
colour or race. The Press never calls for good profes
sional occupations by Non-Whites in the mining, sugar,
iron and other industrial and commercial spheres.

Instead the press wants Africans to continually think
that their plight is "sympathetically" being reviewed
by the financial lords who will one day change their
hearts and look upon them as people, and not as
perpetual servants. But then this "sympathy" has been
going on for over three hundred years! The English
press, I could say, has managed for many years to stop
the African rank-and-file from "exploding" into
violence by making them believe that it was with them
in the struggle for freedom. Thus it has managed to
delay the final emancipation of the Africans from
bondage.

During the bus boycott, as during the Sharpevil1e
crisis, the Rand Daily Mail seemed to be on the side
of the Africans, and got strong rebukes from Cabinet
Ministers. The same thing happened with the beginning
of the sabotage explosions when Minister Vorster issued
a threatening warning to the editor. But then what did
the Mail do? During Sharpeville it won the hearts of
the people as it seemed to be with them only to "urge
everyone to abandon their plight" and made the people
believe that "law-abiding Africans" would agree that
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Exiles

We shall try not to re/11ember
T he politics, the quart'er truths
That lnade a total truth to us.
We shall try to rell1en1ber our own
Temptation, when we had the power
And used it; when we had
It like a handkerchief
In the corner of our sleeves.
And if there was something absurd
About tennis on the equator,
It was the absurdity we drowned
With long drinks in the evening.

It is true: they have a personality.
But not, it seems, the one we saw.
Can any race have two
Personalities? There is something
Mad about facts when they diverge.
We remember what we saw. We knew then1.
We knew them well enough to want their good.
And now we talk too much about it,
The dialects bore our countrymen,
Words that once meant boy or farm
Irritate our flesh and blood.

We are easily forgotten
By them.. Could they have done better?
For there was one thing we ourselves
Could not understand.
We were naiive from the start,
With the brown bush and the blue
Mountains; from the first moment
With wood smoke at dawn
That no one can describe, the birds,
The sticky heat we grew to love.
We thought we were exiles,
We are certainly exiles now.

The worst lie was our hope:
Perpetual teatinle and the colour green,
Fantasies always suffice
But we returned to the lie,
The dirty towns, the insensitive people,
Endless teatime and the colour green.
But we can forgive t·his remembering
One promise: driving through
Lonf? grass at night, the scratch
Of the grass on the truck,
And in our headlights a continent,
An Africa within. An Africa beyond.

PATRICK ROLAND
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the rule of law must be upheld! The press must then
have felt that white supremacy was in danger of col
lapsing and it was high titne the rule of apartheid law
took over before it was too late! That is to me the
role of the English press. To mislead the African and
thus prevent an ·'explosion."

IN INTERVIEWS \VITH several papers, I got the impres
sion that the white press regards criticism of apartheid
as "attacks on South Africa" ~ thus identifying itself
with white supremacy and at the same time claiming
its opposition to that policy. Letters published in certain
of the English papers insult Africans. Corresondents
have urged people going overseas to be ready to "defend
your country" from "ill-informed critics" (of apartheid).
Typically insulting was the story in the fortnightly paper
News/Check which described Mbari Writers Club as
"a group of untutored amateurs" (3}.8.62).

However, I notice that the Port Elizabeth Evening
Post does not .publish the "School Girl Foils Dangerous
Native Bag Snatcher" type of news story, although that
paper gives much publicity to purely European activi
ties. It does not seem to mock Africans or make them
look ridiculous or evil-natured as most of the white
papers do. This then I say is the type of paper much
needed in the rest of the country. Since it seems to
give a fair coverage of news, I am not suggesting that
the Evening Post, has the interest only of the African
people at heart. I mean this type of paper is much
in need in South Africa and is the type that will be on
the scene in tomorrow's free and democratic South
Africa.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE Bantu Press, particularly the
daily World is a definite "carbon copy" of the English
Press. There is a connection between its ownership and
that of the Argus papers. In days past it would never
publish Immorality cases, although the law affected
all or cases where whites offended Africans. It was, and
is still, concerned with the criminal activity amongst
the Africans. It had no sympathy towards the freedom
struggle of the. people and African political leaders
used to get journalistic thrashings, coloured by the
pro-apartheid views of the proprietors in the back
ground. This paper seems to be at pains to show
Africans that apartheid is not as bad as they think, as
there are shop-keepers amongst the people, as well as
happy Radio Bantu announcers and school teachers.
The heroes of this paper's columns are the Advisory
Board stooge leaders. Bold headlines herald Bantu
Educa.tion schooling activities, Moral Rearmament
opinions and criminal activity amongst the Africans.
To reporters of The W orId, "crime sells well" is the
motto of the editor. At one stage I felt this paper was
in favour of the pass laws because after a robbery in
one of the townships of Johannesburg, a report seemed
to justify the police pass raid among tsol'sis among
\vhom they expected to get the criminals. The latter
were not of course, found amongst the pass offenders.
The World never publishes news where apartheid
offends Africans. When I was arrested for looking for
a job and was sold to a farmer, The World took, but
never published my story. The same issue instead pub
lished news about a debs ball.
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Golden Ci/v Post on the other hand se.emed to be
a paper for the people. Like Druln, it used to expose
apartheid and bolster the activities of the A.N.e.
because that organisation favoured multi-racialism. But
nowadays it seeIllS the editors are afraid of offending
white surenlacy and have followed the line of The
World by toning-down its news to suit the commercial
and political views of the proprietors. Using a partisan
pro-A.N.C. line, Post tried to poke fun at the P.A.C.
pass campaign since that organisation did not guaran
tee minority rights. But nowadays~ both Post and Drunl
have changed a lot. The editorial columns have the
excuse of saying that the editors live under fear of
the Sabotage Act, but then even news publishable under
the Sabotage Act never gets publicity, even though of
interest to African readers.

When I was branded a "boss of the tso/sis" under
the pass laws, Druln and Post got my story but never
used it. They only dug into the origin of the word
tso/si (a gangster) as compared to the official "unem
ployed Bantu". Further Post censors its "Letters to the
Editor." Mainly letters praising the paper, or of readers
looking for lost relatives or friends, or those connected
with the policies of the Progressive Party are published.
Radical articles and letters are rejected. I personally
wrote over four letters which were never published. One
concerned the lsotsi incident, another was about child
ren who had drowned in a boarding school in Sekhu
khuniland. In many cases, most Africans claim to enjoy
the Buck Ryan comic strip more than the news
presented by Post nowadays. There seems to be a
noticebale change in Drum too. Perhaps Mr. Jim Bailey
does not want his paper to be in the bad books of the
Government, so is having it publish only mild articles
and letters. Dull reading causes circulation to drop.
That may be the reason why people who buy clothing
at Sales House are offered free subscriptions to Drum
as if to remind Africans of the presence of Drum in
the reading lvorId (my italics.) But still, unlike The
WarId, Drunl and Post used to be good papers.

TO SUM UP, I FEEL that so long as the English press
behaves as a translation of the Afrikaans press as far
as Africans are concerned 1 the more it endangers peace
ful co-existence between the Africans and the whites of
South Africa. It is not yet too late for the English papers
to follow the line of Evening Post. The English papers
have a vast circulation and following amongst the
whites. They have a vast circulation amongst the Afri
cans and other Non-Whites, and I feel they would
serve South Africa well if they followed a non-racial
policy rather than a partisan, pro-white supremacy one.
But will the Press heed this? The job is now in their
hands. It will not benefit the English press to make
others believe it opposes apartheid and at the same
time make the opposite camp believe it supports that
policy. The Star, for example replied to a correspondent,
Mr. E. S. Forrester, who had written on the paper's
"criticism" of apartheid, that the paper supported that
policy too, but criticised the Nationalists for not making
progress. (Quoted in S.A. Observer December 1962).
It is up to the press to play a fair game. •
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